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The Sphere of
Governmen
Nineteenth Century Theories"
2. Herbert Spencer
what would today be called, and was
SPENCER (1820-1903)was
the nineteenth
century’s
philos- in fact called at the time, "an exopherof evolution.
He aspiredto treme form of laissez faire."
The limitation of state power reuniversalknowledge.What he
calledhisSynthetic
Philosophy
ran mained one of Spencer’s dominant
to tenvolumes.
Theyincluded
First interests till the end of his life. In a
Principles
(1862),
followed
by vol- later edition of Social Statics he
"The
umeson The Principles of Biology, omitted a chapter entitled:
The Principles of Psychology, The Right to Ignore the State," but esPrinciples of Sociology, and The sentially his ideas on the subject of
Principles of Ethics. Spencer also state powerchangedvery little as he
grew older. In 1884 he published a
wrote at least eight other books.
But his earliest published work small volume entitled The ManVerwas a pamphlet, The Proper Sphere sus the State. In 1891 appeared Part
of Government, which he wrote at IV of The Principles of Ethics: "The
the age of 22, and his first important Ethics of Social Life: Justice," and
bookwas Social Statics, published in he declared this to represent his de1851. These publications advocated finitive views on the subject. Let us
summarize and analyze them.
After some prior discussion,
HenryHazlitt, notedeconomist,
author, editor,
viewer andcolumnist,here continues¯ series of
Spencer arrives at what he calls "a
nlneteen~t cen~ Ute~deso~ the sphere of
formula of justice: ... Every manis
emm~nL
The viewsof John Sl~art Mill wer~discussedIn the January1980 Issueof ~he Freeman. free to do that which he wills, proHERBERT
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vided he infringes not the equal
freedom of any other man." This is
almost exactly the maximthat he
had laid downin his Social Statics
forty years earlier, but I regret that
it seems to mevague and unsatisfactory.
In The Principles
of Ethics
Spencer was aware of criticisms that
must in the meantime have been
made of it by others, for he immediately proceeds to deal with one
of them:
"A possible misapprehension
must be guarded against. There are
acts of aggression which the formula
is presumably intended to exclude,
which apparently
it does not
exclude. It may be said that if A
strikes B, then, so long as B is not
debarred from striking A in return,
no greater freedom is claimed by the
one than by the other; or it maybe
said that if A has trespassed on B’s
property, the requirement of the
formula has not been broken so long
as B can trespass on A’s property.
Such interpretations, however, mistake the essential meaning of the
formula .... It does not countenance
a superfluous interference
with
another’s life, committed on the
ground that an equal interference
maybalance it ....
Nowthis will hardly do. ff a formula does not in fact countenance
actions that it does countenance on
its face, then it has not been satisfactorily formulated.It is not a saris-
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factory rule or guide to policy, and it
must be revised or rejected. It must
clearly exclude aggression against
or harm to others.
But it must also carefully delimit
the nature of the "aggression" or
"harm." If A and B are applying for
the same job or courting the same
girl, and A is the successful competitor, the prospects of B maybe correspondingly damaged. But as long
as A "playedfair," and did not resort
to violence or fraud, no one would
consider that B had any just cause
for complaint. There are manysimilar cases, but there are also borderline cases. If A and B have neighboring properties and A puts up an ugly
house that B considers an eyesore
threatening his property value, has
B just cause for suit? If A puts up a
fire hazard or a chemical factory
that pollutes B’s air or water, nearly
everyone would consider B’s case
muchstronger. It is problems like
these that legislators and courts
haveto try to solve by passing scores
of laws and making thousands of
decisions in individual cases.
Morea Formulafor Liberty
thanfor Justice
Spencer’s formula strikes me
more as an attempted definition of
liberty than as a maximof justice.
Andif it is so, then I muchprefer the
formula of John Locke in 1690:
"Freedom of men under government
is to have a standing rule to live by,
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common
to every one of that society,
and made by the legislative power
erected in it; a liberty to follow my
own will in all things, where the
rule prescribes not: and not to be
subject to the inconstant, uncertain,
unknown,arbitrary will of another

August

from the mouthof labor the bread it
’’4
has earned.
But I have perhaps allowed myself
to be carried too far astray on this
point. Spencer’s case for the minimal state does not rest solely or even
mainly on his own"formula for jusman.’,2
tice." Though he does not embrace
Montesquieu stated essentially
the doctrine of Natural Law, he does
the same formula more briefly in believe that manhas certain inher1748: "Liberty is the right to do ent rights which we recognize by "a
what the laws allow. If a citizen had priori intuition" or ’~a priori cognia right to do what they forbid it tion." He proceeds to write a series
would no longer be liberty, for of ten chapters on The Right to
everyone else would have the same Physical Integrity, The Rights to
right.-3
Free Motion and Locomotion, to the
So all practicable liberty is liberty Uses of Natural Media, The Right of
under law. But the shortcoming of Property, of Incorporeal Property, of
both Locke’s and Montesquieu’s
Gift and Bequest, of Free Exchange
formulas is that they fail to state and Free Contract, to Free Industry,
explicitly that the restraints that of Free Belief and Worship, and of
the laws impose must be just, defio Free Speech and Publication. No
nite, and minimal. But even a for- government, he argues, has any
mula that embodiedthese specificalegitimate
power to violate or
tions wouldagain fall short unless it abridge these rights.
spelled out what these just and minimal restraints wouldbe. This is the A ModernRing
At the end of Part IV Spencer
dilemmathat confronts all efforts to
frame a concise definition of either comesto seven chapters (23 to 29)
justice or liberty.
the nature, constitution, and duties
The nearest to a good, short speci- of the state, and on the limits of
fication that I can at present re- state duties. Whenhe discusses the
memberis ThomasJefferson’s call
constitution of the state, he might
for "a wise and frugal government, have been writing about one of the
which shall restrain menfrom injur- chief problemsthat disturb us today:
ing one another, which shall leave
~’If it is true that a generationago
them otherwise free to regulate
landowners and capitalists so adtheir own pursuits of industry and justed public arrangements as to
improvement, and shall not take ease themselves and to press unduly
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uponothers, it is no less true that
nowartisans and laborers, through
representatives whoare obliged to
do their bidding, are fast remolding
our social system in ways which
achieve their own gain through
others’ loss. Year after year more
public agencies are established to
give what seem gratis benefits, at
the expense of those whopay taxes,
local and general, and the mass of
the people, receiving the benefits
and relieved from the cost of maintaining the public agencies, advocate the multiplication of them.
"It is not true, then, that the possession of political powerby all ensures justice to all. Contrariwise,
experience makes obvious that
which should have been obvious
without experience, that with a universal distribution of votes the
larger class will inevitably profit at
the expense of the smaller class.
Those higher earnings which more
efficient
actions bring to the
superior, will not be all allowed to
remain with them, but part will be
drafted off in some indirect way to
eke out the lower earnings of the
less diligent or the less capable; and
in so far as this is done, the law of
’’5
equal freedom must be broken.
He sums up:
"One conclusion, however, is
clear. State burdens, however proportioned amongcitizens, should be
borne by all. Every one whoreceives
the benefits which government
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gives should pay some share of the
costs of governmentand should directly and not indirectly pay it ....
"Hadeach citizen to pay in a visible and tangible form his proportion
of taxes, the sum would be so large
that all would insist on economyin
the performance of necessary functions and would resist the assumption of unnecessary functions,
whereas at present, offered as each
citizen is certain benefits for which
he is unconscious of paying, he is
tempted to approve of extravagance;
and is promptedto take the course,
unknowingly if not knowingly dishonest, of obtaining benefits at
other men’s expense.
"During the days when extensions
of the franchise were in agitation, a
maximperpetually repeated was-~Taxation without representation is
robbery.’ Experience has since made
it clear that, on the other hand,
representation without taxation entails robbery." (pp. 219-20)
A Dutyto Protect
In hischapter
on "TheDutiesof
theState,"
Spencer
concludes
that
there
isineffect
justone:toprotect
thecitizenry
against
external
and
internal
aggressionwagainst
foreignenemiesandagainst
itslawbreakers.
Andinthefollowing
chapteron "TheLimits
of StateDuties,"
heasserts:
"Thequestion
of limitsbecomes
thequestion
whether,
beyond
main-
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taining justice, the state can do anything else without transgressing
justice. On consideration we shall
find that it cannot ....
"If justice asserts the liberty of
each limited only by the like liberties of all, then the imposingof any
further limit is unjust; no matter
whether the power imposing it be
one man or a million of men.... We
do not commonly see in a tax a
diminution of freedom; and yet it
clearly is one. The moneytaken represents so muchlabor gone through,
and the product of that labor being
taken away .... ’Thus muchof your
work shall be devoted, not to your
ownpurposes, but to our purposes,’
say the authorities to the citizens;
and to whatever extent this is carried, to that extent the citizens become slaves of the government."
(pp. 241-43)

August

ings with Moneyand Banks," "The
Collective
Wisdom," and many
others.
So in the Principles he continued
to cite case after specific case. Of
drafting laws, for example:
"The judges themselves exclaim
against the bungling legislation
they have to interpret: one judge
saying of a clause that he ~did not
believe its meaning was comprehended either by the draftsman
whodrew it’ or ~the parliament that
adopted it,’ and another declaring
that ’it was impossible for human
skill to find words more calculated
to puzzle everybody.’ As a natural
consequence we have every day appeals and again appeals--decisions
being reversed and re-reversed."
(pp. 252-253) One would think
Spencer was writing of conditions in
America today, rather than those of
England in 1890.
ExamplesGalore
Of the coinage: "In this we have
Though Spencer insisted
con- frequent changes where changes are
stantly on the priority and necessity undesirable. Wehave mixed sysof deductive reasoning, few political
tems: decimal, duodecimal, and
nondescript. Until recently we had
writers have been so industrious
and specific in citing and piling up two scarcely distinguishable pieces
concrete examples of the bungling, for threepence and fourpence" etc.
contradictions, and abuses of power (p. 253)
in carrying out the multitudinous
functions that governments have Socialistic Legislation
In a discussion
on ~socialistic
taken on. Longbefore he got to The
Spencer
excoriates
the
Principles of Ethics, he had detailed legislation,"
scores of these not only in Social thenPrimeMinister,
LordSalisStatics,
but in such essays as bury,
forsneering
atbasic
principles
"Over-Legislation," "State Tamper- and saying: "Weought first to disLICENSED TO UNZ.ORG
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cuss every subjecton its own tionaftergeneration,
kingsand
merits."
Thisis themethod,
com- theirministers
triedto enforce."
mentsSpencer,
"which
hasbeenfol- (pp.260-61)
lowedby thoselegislators
who,
throughout
pastthousands
of years,The RemarkableContrast
haveincreased
humanmiseries
in
After citingmany more such
multitudinous
waysand immeasur-examples,
Spencer
sumsup theconabledegrees
by mischievous
laws. trast betweenthe amazingacRegard
for’themerits
of thecase’ complishments
of freeand sponguided
Diocletian
whenhe fixedthe taneous
social
cooperation
andthe
prices
ofarticles
andwages
of work-immenseharm wroughtby mulers,andsimilarly
guided
rulers
of titudinous
government
intervenallEuropean
nations
who,centurytions:
aftercentury,
ininnumerable
cases, "Theaverage
legislator,
equally
havedecidedhow muchcommoditywiththeaveragecitizen,
has no
shallbe givenfor so muchmoney,faithwhatever
in the beneficent
andin ourowncountry
guided
those working
of social
forces,
notwithwho,aftertheBlackDeath,
framed standing
thealmost
infinite
illusthe Statute
of Labourers
[tohold trations
ofthisbeneficent
working.
downwages],
andpresently
causedHe persists
inthinking
ofa society
the peasant
revolt.
Thecountlessas a manufactureand not as a
actswhich,hereand abroad,
pre- growth:
blindto thefactthatthe
scribed
qualities
andmodesofman- vastandcomplexorganization
by
ufacture,
andappointed
searchers
to whichitslifeiscarried
on,hasreseethatthingsweremadeas di- sulted
fromthespontaneous
cooperrected,
weresimilarly
prompted
by ations
of menpursuing
theirprivate
considerations
of’themerits
ofthe ends.Though,
whenhe askshowthe
case’:
evils
existed
which
itwasob- surface
oftheearth
hasbeencleared
viously
needful
to prevent
....
and madefertile,
how townshave
"Eachoneof thosemultitudinous
grownup, howmanufactures
of all
regulations
enforced
by swarmsof kindshavearisen,
howtheartshave
officials,
whichin Francenearly beendeveloped,
howknowledge
has
strangled
industry,
andwasa part beenaccumulated,
how literature
causeof the Frenchrevolution,hasbeenproduced,
he is forcedto
seemed
tothosewhoestablished
it,a recognize
thefactthatnoneofthese
regulation
which’themerits
of the areof governmental
origin,
buthave
case’
called
for;andnolessdidtheremanyof themsufferedfromgovseemto be calledforthenumber-ernmental
obstruction;
yet,ignoring
lesssumptuary
lawswhich,genera-allthis,
heassumes
thatifa goodis
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to be achieved or an evil prevented,
Parliament must be invoked¯ He has
unlimited faith in the agency which
has achieved multitudinous
failures, and has no faith in the agency
which has achieved multitudinous
successes." (pp. 266-67)
In expounding
these
views,
Spencer, so far as the bulk of public
opinion was concerned, was an isolated figure. Similar ideas were
being voiced by a handful of others,
notably Auberon Herbert (18381906), but the vigorous opposition of
Thomas H. Huxley (1825-1895)
probably came much nearer to ex-

A Sobering

IDF_AS ON

pressing the political philosophy of
the great mass of the British public
in the 1880s and 1890s, to the extent
that they bothered to formulate any
philosophy. Huxley’s views will be
considered in a future issue of The
Freeman.
~
~FOOTNOTES--ZPrinciples of Ethics, Vol. II (Indianapolis:
Liberty Classics), Ch. 6, p. 62.
~Two Treatises of Civil Government (Everyman’s: E. P. Dutton), Second Treatise, sec. 21,
p. 127.
~The Spirit of the Laws, XI.
4First Inaugural Address (March 4, 1801).
5Principles of Ethics, II, pp. 212-13.

Thought

¯ .. the cautious thinker mayreason:--"Ifin these personal affairs, whereall
the conditions of the case were knownto me, I have so often miscalculated, howmuchoftener shall I miscalculate in political affairs, where
the conditions are too numerous,too widespread,too complex,too obscure
to be understood. Here, doubtless, is a social evil and there a desideratum; and were I sure of doing no mischief I wouldforthwith try to
cure the one and achieve the other. But whenI rememberhow manyof
my private schemes have miscarried; how speculations have failed,
agents proved dishonest, marriage been a disappointment; how I did but
pauperize the relative I sought to help; howmycarefully-governed son
has turned out worse than most children; how the thing I desperately
strove against as a misfortune did me immensegood; how while the
objects I ardently pursued brought me little happiness whengained,
most of my pleasures have comefrom unexpected sources; whenI recall
these and hosts of like facts, I am struck with the incompetenceof my
intellect
toprescribe
forsociety.
Andastheevilisoneunderwhich
society
hasnotonlylivedbutgrown,
whilethedesideratum
is oneit
mayspontaneously
obtain,
as it hasmostothers,
in someunforeseen
way,I question
thepropriety
ofmeddling."
I-~RBERTSPENCER,
The .?dan versgs the State
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Facing

Jullana GeranPilon

the

Moral Attack
on

Capitalism
Is it not paradoxical that after
emerging like the phoenix from the
ashes of the Gulag ArchipelagoAlexander Solzhenitsyn should speak
out against the land of milk and
honey? Is it not ironic that after
having known starvation and torture he should attack
the
enviable--and
surely envied-comforts of the West? And yet, on
the occasion of the Harvard University commencement
on June 8, 1978,
the manwhocould well be called the
most significant moral leader of our
century, whosechallenge to the conscience of mankind may prove to
have been the ultimate test for our
sclerotic spiritual fiber, accused us
of moral myopia, of pretending not
Dr. Pllon has taught and written extensively,
In the fields of social and political philosophy.
SheIs nowV)slttn 9 Scholar and Enrhart Fellow at
the HooverInstitution on War, Revolution and
Peace,StanfordUniversity, Stanford, California.
A longer versionof this article waspreparedfor
a symposium
on capitalism and freedomsponsored
bythe Free EnterpriseFund,University of liilnoi~
ChicagoCircle BusinessSchool.

to live in "A World Split Apart"-the apt title of his prophetic message.
The world is split indeed, by divergent ideologies no less than by
economic disparities.
Those disparities, of course, are no secret.
Indeed, were economics alone at
stake in the dialogue it would seem
that the Marxist--assuming he is
truly a materialist--would opt for
capitalism: the experience of nearly
two centuries indicates that prosperity is attained best whentrade is
not hamperedby regulatory legislation.
Thoughfew menare less utilitarian in outlook than Solzhenitsyn,
he is no exception in recognizing the
material success of the capitalist
system. He thus readily concedes
that "it is almost universally recognized that the West shows all the
world a way to successful economic
development," inflation notwithstanding. He notes immediately,
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